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Noun: 6 humans  

Verb: 10  

Case-marker: “kah” 
 

 Number of verbs associated with dominant 

word order 

 

Word Order 

Object 

case-

marked? 100% 83% 50% 0% 

Lg 1 no 3 3 2 2 

Lg 2 

SOV (63%) 

OSV (37%) yes 3 3 2 2 

 

An artificial language learning study

 tested 19 monolingual English speakers
 over 4 consecutive days:

case

no case

AMBIGUOUS

Results:
Word order regularization in the absence of case in
comprehension (p<0.05) and production (p<0.09).
This tendency appears most strongly when the dominant
word order is most variable in the input language.

Word order and case interact in acquisition. Without case,
learners regularize word order, suggesting a bias against
systemic ambiguity. When case is available, learners use it
to resolve ambiguity.

Fig. 1: Comprehension, final day of training 

Fig. 2: Production, final day of training 
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Subject noun: 5 humans  

Object noun: 5 humans, 5 inanimate 

Verb: 8  

Case-marker: “kah” 
 

Word Order 
Object case-

marked? 
Animacy of object 

SOV (60%) 

OSV (40%) 
60% 

human (50%) 

inanimate (50%) 

 

inanimate

human

Differential object marking cross-linguistically
 found in natural languages (e.g., Japanese,

 Korean)
 governed by several hierarchies [5, 6]:
• person
• definiteness
• animacy: human > animate > inanimate

Results:
Language learners retain significantly more case-
markers on animate objects and in the non-
canonical word order where the uncertainty about
the intended meaning is highest.

Effects replicate under less flexible word order (SOV
80%, OSV 20%), 10 subjects.

Fig. 4: Case-marking is sensitive to animacy

AMBIGUOUS

case no case

Why do languages share structural properties? Functionalists have argued that
languages have evolved to suit the needs of their users [1, 2]. We investigate
whether the biases operating in language acquisition [3, 4] are at least partially
driven by functional pressures. In two artificial language learning experiments
we explore the trade-off between word order and case-marking as well as
optional case-marking. We explore whether language learners are biased against
uncertainty in the mapping of form and meaning, showing a tendency to make
word order a stronger cue to the intended meaning in no-case languages and to
case-mark atypical (animate) objects if case-marking is optional in the language.

We have investigated the trade-off between word order and case-marking as well
as optional case-marking and have found several striking results:

1. Some learning biases are functional in nature. Language learners have a bias
against systemic ambiguity and tend to reduce ambiguity in language during
acquisition by:

 regularizing word order in the absence of case (Exp I)
 retaining more case-marking on atypical (animate) objects (Exp II)
 retaining more case-marking on scrambled objects (Exp II)

This behavior cannot be accounted for by native-language (English) bias since it
fails to explain differential word order regularization depending on the condition
in Exp I and the fact that learners induce a structure into the language that is not
present either in the input or their native language in Exp II.

2. Learning biases mirror typologically frequent patterns:

 loss of case and word order fixing from Old English to Modern English (Exp I)
 differential case-marking systems in Japanese, Korean and Hindi (Exp II)

Learning biases can thus offer an account of some of the structural similarities
found in natural languages.

Fig. 5: Case-marking is sensitive to word order

Fig. 1: Comprehension, final day of training 

Fig. 3: Individual word order preferences
 in comprehension (left) and production (right) 
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The Procedure:

An artificial language learning study:

 tested 19 monolingual native English speakers
 procedure as in Experiment I with minor changes:

• no production test on Day 1
• comprehension test -- ‘click on the doer 
      of the action’

lines show condition means, points show overall subject averages 
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